Top 5 reasons to upgrade
Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine)
Infor CloudSuite™ Industrial (SyteLine) is a robust ERP solution with
built-in best practices and highly efficient process flows to help
manufacturers improve productivity.

ENHANCED INDUSTRY CAPABILITIES
WITH SIMPLIFIED UPGRADES
Infor CloudSuite Industrial introduces a wide array of new,
highly focused industry-specific capabilities, including
specialized pricing and promotions and compliance features
for manufacturers and distributors, as well as detailed industry
packs tailored for Automotive, Printing & Packaging, Process,
and Molding companies. Combining industry capabilities
ready right out of the box and the Infor OS platform, which
includes the latest version of the Infor Mongoose development
framework, you can reduce, eliminate, or reconfigure your
personalizations and modifications so future upgrades are less
intrusive and easier to implement.

MOBILE ACCESS ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
Because you can access Infor CloudSuite Industrial through an
ordinary web browser, you gain better control, greater visibility,
and easier management across your entire enterprise. You’re
also not constrained to a specific type of end-user hardware,
which gives you far greater latitude over how and where
and when you access the information from the solution. You
can also take advantage of Infor Ming.le and Infor BI mobile
applications for greater flexibility.

GLOBAL FINANCIAL CAPABILITIES

BETTER ACCESS TO DECISION
MAKING DATA
With an improved user experience, enhanced navigation,
and easier access to information, Infor CloudSuite Industrial
helps you improve teamwork and gain competitive advantage.
With our versatile new responsive design master forms,
Infor Ming.le™ homepages, 360 forms, and process forms,
along with access to the latest Infor CloudSuite BI, KPIs, and
dashboards with contextual analytics and new Infor Document
Management, you’ll have the information you need to make
better decisions faster.
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Infor CloudSuite Industrial helps you stay current with respect
to taxation, reporting, rule-based accounting, electronic
banking, and government messaging requirements. It also
supports the requirements of dozens of different countries. Its
multi-book accounting capabilities help you stay flexible and
grow your business around the world.

ACCESS ENTERPRISE CAPABILITIES
FROM BEST-OF-BREED SOLUTIONS
Built for the cloud, Infor CloudSuite Industrial is a complete
manufacturing solution with the flexibility and sophistication
you need to grow your business. Infor CloudSuite Industrial
includes advanced capabilities for integration, social
collaboration and business intelligence, and access to
best-of-breed solutions for customer relationship management,
configure-price-quote, product lifecycle management, and
more. With Infor CloudSuite Industrial, you gain a whole new
level of capabilities to manage your operations.
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Infor CloudSuite Industrial (SyteLine)
ROADMAP
2014

2015

2016

2017

10x

10x

OS

OS

Automotive Suppliers

Pick/Pack/Ship
enhancements

Multi-currency from AR
to AP

Disconnected service
mobile app

Finance enhancements

Currency engine

Human Resource
enhancements

Mobile Service

Hybrid cloud deployments—
MT to both ST and onpremise

Global Payroll

OCR with IDM

OS platform adoption

SQL 2016

• Infor Ming.le homepages
• Infor Document Management
• BI and 20+ dashboards by
user role and function

Planning at warehouse level

Japanese localizations
Distribution for
manufacturers
Dimensional planning
Molding and Fabrication
Infor Factory Track,
Shop Floor
Supply Chain Execution
Demand Planning

Employee self-service portal
Germany, France, and Italy
localizations
Process manufacturing
Infor PLM Accelerate
Product Configuration on
Customer Portal

GT Nexus integration
Infor Local.ly adoption

Bi-directional integration to
Infor CRM

Portals in multi-tenant cloud

Integration to Infor XM

Infor Rhythm

UX Enhancements—
Responsive design

Infor Approva

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
Lower Total Cost of
Ownership

Specialize
by Industry

Enable Adoption of
High-value Extension
Applications

Make Upgrades
Seamless

Continue to minimize total
cost of ownership with the
expansion of industry and
manufacturing solutions,
such as adding support for
multi-site to minimize the
need for customizations.

Deliver specialized
functionality for focus
industries, including Printing
& Packaging, Automotive
Suppliers, Distribution
for Manufacturing,
Injection Molding, Process
Manufacturing, and
more; add pre-packaged
integration, role-based
business process flows, and
analytic content, including
Electronic Signature, Service
Management, Shop Floor
Automation, Dimensional
Inventory, and Approved
Manufacturers.

Provide high value expansion
opportunities for customers
with packaged integrations.
ION-based integrations
to Expense Management
(XM), Enterprise Asset
Management (EAM), Supply
Chain Execution, mobile
applications, e-commerce,
Infor CRM and Infor PLM
Accelerate. Point-to-point
integrations to Configure
Price Quote, and Infor BI and
Query & Analysis.

Enable customers to
upgrade easily and efficiently
through predefined content
packs, cloud or phased
upgrades, and mobile
applications.

You can also take advantage
of the new Infor Mongoose
application development
framework to support new
extensibility and reporting.
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With the new Infor
Mongoose application
development framework
you can support automatic
reviews when you run form
synch during upgrade.
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OS HIGHLIGHTS
Move to the Future with
New ION Integrations to
Extension Apps

New, Modern User
Experience—Social
and Mobile

Expanded Micro-vertical
Functionality with Focused
Industry Packs

More Robust
Business Intelligence

Provides a more compelling
extended suite with a less
risky, lower cost way to take
advantage of new, high value
capabilities.

Reinvented user experience
provides a completely modern
solution, while delivering more
robust functionality through
compelling workflows built
in to the application and
across a broader suite. Our
new responsive design for
master forms, role-based
Ming.le homepages, new
contextual KPIs and document
management applications,
new reports forms and data
view reports, and design
mode supported through a
web browser helps you create
your own unique experience.

Automotive Suppliers,
Printing & Packaging, Process
Manufacturing, and Molding/
Plastics fabrication companies
can take advantage of
and extend their core ERP
investment with the bestof-breed, last-mile industry
functionality within CloudSuite
Industrial.

Helps customers and
prospects get more value
out of their deployment by
enabling better, expanded
visibility into the business at all
levels, to drive better decision
making.
New executive dashboards
based on specific KPIs from
the Infor Value Engineering
team are tailored for unique
user roles and business
functions across your
enterprise.

LANGUAGES
Bulgarian

•

Portuguese (Brazil)

•

Czech

•

Russian

•

English

•

Simplified Chinese

•

French

•

Spanish

•

German

•

Thai

•

Italian

•

Korean

•

Japanese

•

Vietnamese

•

Dutch

•

Slovakian

•

Polish

INDUSTRIES

Americas

EMEA

APAC

Aerospace & Defense

•

•

•

Automotive

•

•

•

Chemicals & Life Sciences

•

•

•

Industrial Machinery & Equipment

•

•

•

High Tech & Electronics

•

•

•

Industrial Manufacturing

•

•

•

Service Providers

•

•

•

Food & Beverage

•

•

•

Note: This information represents the current state of product readiness vs. the
desired or planned future capabilities in the roadmap.
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OS CORE FEATURES
Infor Ming.le

Approved manufacturers

Cradle to grave lot and serial tracking

Data search across
entire application

Batching

Container inventory

Scrap and yield

Consigned inventory portals

Printing and Packaging
Industry pack

• Customer

Data view actions and styles
Multi-site support for customer order
creation across different entities
Web rendering updates
• To Excel

• Vendor

• Quoting and estimating
• New Workbenches
• Material Tracking

• Menu and keyboard shortcuts

Mobile
Auto vouchering
Multi-currency payments

New form and dataview reporting

Enhanced picking, packing,
and shipping

IFRS certification

Multi-currency A/R and A/P

• FedEx and UPS integration

Control accounts

Enhanced Microsoft Office integration

• Shipping labels

Quick journal entries

Communication wizard email blasts

Credit Card Interface improvements

Surcharges

Electronic signature capture

APS/MRP demand and plan detail charts

Promotions and Rebates

Dimensional inventory

Inventory control—cycle count
variance reporting

Multi-Books

General ledger analysis dimensions

Global payroll interface

Allocation enhancements

OS COMMON COMPONENT ADOPTION
INTEGRATIONS

NEW/UPDATED LOCALIZATIONS

MICRO-VERTICALS

Configure Price Quote (CPQ)

India

Metal Fabrication

Customer Relationship
Management (CRM)

Korea

Plastics Fabrication

Malaysia

Medical Devices

Vietnam

Windows and Doors

Enterprise Asset Management (EAM)
Expense Management (XM)
Dynamic Enterprise Performance
Management (d/EPM)
PLM Accelerate

ANALYTICS
DataViews Critical Numbers (KPIs)

E-commerce

Infor BI and Infor CloudSuite (SyteLine)
BI Content

Factory Track: Warehouse Mobility,
Shop Floor, and Time Track

MOBILE

Financials

CloudSuite Mobile

• SunSystems

Infor Ming.le

• Varial

Infor BI
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Furniture and Fixtures
High Tech
Aerospace
Automotive—Tier Suppliers
Specialty Vehicles
Sand and Aggregates
Food and Beverage
General Discrete Manufacturing
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CAPABILITIES AND
INTEGRATIONS

Microsoft .Net solution
Mongoose Development Framework
RoHS, Reach Governance, and Compliance
Promotion/Pricing and Rebates
OS Platform Adoption
Infor ION
Infor Ming.le
Infor Document Management
Infor BI and CloudSuite Industrial Content
Finite APS (Advanced Planning & Scheduling)
Service Management
Quality Management
Infor Factory Track
Infor CRM
CloudSuite Portal
CloudSuite Employee Self Service
CadLink
Infor Enterprise Asset Management
Infor Expenses Management

SyteLine v6.x
or earlier

SyteLine v7.x
or v8.x

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Included

Optional
(v8.03+)

•
No (v7) and
Optional (v8)

•
•
•
•
Not Available

Upgrade to
CloudSuite
Industrial
v9.01.00
On-Premise

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Optional

Upgrade to
CloudSuite
Industrial SaaS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Included/Limited
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